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200+ Destinations
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Customized Trips At Best  Price
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95% VISA Success Rate












EMI Option Available !!!









India Tours
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Divine Treasures Tour Packages(6N/7D)
Chennai 
Madurai
Pick up from Chennai airport/railway station and check into the hotel. Today, proceed for a sightseeing of Chennai- the bustling metropolis in Southern India. 




(2 Reviews)

On Request
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A South Indian Odyssey (5N/6D)
Chennai
Mahabalipuram
Pick up from Chennai airport/railway station and check into the hotel at Chennai. Today visit Fort St. George, St. Thomas mount, Anna Memorial, San Thoma Basilica  etc, the National Art Gallery.




0

On Request
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Escape to Kerala Tour Packages(3N/4D)
Cochin 
Alleppy
Pick up from Cochin airport/railway station and check into the hotel at Munnar. Enroute visit Vallara and Cheeyappara waterfalls and Blossom Garden. Evening, relax at the  beauty of tea garden. 




0

On Request
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Kashmir with Trekking to Amarnath (4N/5D)
Srinagar
Amarnath
Arrive Srinagar and then drive to Katra . Arrive and check into the hotel. Later proceed to Vaishnodevi Shrine which is around 14km Trek from Katra and the  journey can be carried out either 




0

On Request






International Tours
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Magical Malaysia (3N/4D)
Kuala Lumpur 
Genting Highland
On arrival at Kuala Lumpur airport you are transferred to the hotel. Check in at the hotel and relax for the day. Overnight at the hotel.After breakfast, proceed for a city tour of Kuala Lumpur.



0

On Request
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Switzerland Tour Packages (7N/8D)
Zurich
Lucerne 
On arrival Zurich, take your train to  Zermatt  a municipality in the district of Visp in the German-speaking section of the canton of Valais in Switzerland which is famed as a mountaineering 



(1 Review)

On Request
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Family Vacation – China Tour Packages(2N/3D)
Shanghai 
Shanghai 
On arrival in Shanghai International airport, you are transfer to the hotel. Check into the hotel in Shanghai and relax. In the evening you are picked up from the hotel for Huangpu River cruise 



0

On Request
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Malaysia (3N/4D)
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur

(1 Review)

On Request






Pilgrimage Tours
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Ashtavinayaka Yatra Tour(2N/3D)
Mumbai 
Pune
Arrive Mumbai airport/railway station and drive to Mahad- pretty village set in the hilly region of Konkan.  Ganesha is said to reside here in the form of varada Vinayaka, 




0

On Request
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Churches of Goa Tour Package(3N/4D)
Goa 
Goa 
Pick up from Goa airport/railway station and check into the hotel . Rest of the day is free for you to relax at the beach. Overnight stay at the hotel.




0

On Request
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Vaishno Devi Temple Tour(3N/4D)
Srinagar 
Katra
Pick up from  Srinagar and transfer to Katra- a small town in the state of Jammu where the holy shrine of Vaishno Devi is located. Check into the hotel and relax for the day.




0

On Request
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Hampi-Mantralayam-Ahobilam(5N/6D)
Humpi 
Mahanandi
Arrive Bangalore airport/railway station and drive to Humpi – the former capital of Vijayanagara Empire . It is situated on the banks of Tungabhadra river 




0

On Request
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Luxury Coach
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Car Rental
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Latest Travel Tours
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Enchanting South Africa Tour Packages(8N/9D)
On Request 
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Amazing South Africa Tour packages(10N/11D)
On Request 
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Kenya(7N/8D)
On Request 
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Kenya Tour Packages(6N / 7D)
On Request 
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India
124 tours

View all tours
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Europe
5 tours

View all tours
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Asia
51 tours

View all tours
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Africa
11 tours

View all tours










Got a Question?
Do not hesitate to call us . Our expert team will be happy to assist.
info@madrastravels.com  

044 42022244













Approved by Ministry of Tourism, Government of India
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APPROVED BY APTDC
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Approved By Gujarat Tourism  
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International Standards Organization
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Agent for Buddhist Train
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Agent for Maharaja Express












Customer Reviews


	I wanted to take a moment to express my utmost satisfaction and gratitude for the outstanding service provided by Madras Tours & Travel . We recently booked a family travel package with them, and I am pleased to say that it was an incredible experience from start to finish.One aspect that truly stood out was how accommodating Mr. Athreya Karthik was to our requests. We had specific preferences and requirements for our family trip, and he went above and beyond to tailor the package accordingly. Whether it was selecting the perfect accommodations or customizing our itinerary, his attention to detail and willingness to meet our needs were exceptional.What impressed us even more was his responsiveness throughout the entire process. Whenever we had questions or needed clarifications, he was always just a phone call or email away. His prompt and friendly communication ensured that we felt well-informed and reassured at every step. It was evident that he genuinely cared about our travel experience and wanted to ensure it was nothing short of exceptional.Thanks to Mr. Athreya, our family vacation surpassed all expectations. Every aspect of the trip was flawlessly arranged, from seamless transportation to breathtaking sightseeing opportunities. He truly left no stone unturned in creating a memorable and enjoyable journey for us.I would wholeheartedly recommend Mr. Athreya to anyone seeking a travel partner who is not only professional and reliable but also genuinely dedicated to providing the best customer service. His commitment to accommodating our requests and exceptional responsiveness throughout the entire process made our family vacation an unforgettable experience.Once again, thank you to the entire team at Madras Tours & Travel. We are immensely grateful for your outstanding service and look forward to booking our future travel adventures with you.


Avinash Jayakumar






	We had pleasant 10 days trip with this company. Mr. Martin assisted patiently in planning our trip without any hesitation. I made alot changes yet, Mr.Martin never get tired of liaising with hotels and revert abck to me. Trip was smooth and our driver Mr.Murthi was very understanding. He was extra careful and safe since we have an infant. He went extra mile to make our journey memorable. Overall, i will recommend this company to all my friends. Excellent job!! Thank you for the service.


Thiban Sandramuti






	The services were awesome, they will be arranging the guide who’ll be helping us throughout the trip, it was super awesome and safety, Thanks MTT, looking forward for more trips. @atharya Karthik is the person who took care of all the arrangements Thank you


Vishnu Priya S






	I booked my Honeymoon package through MTT, and I must say, it was a great experience. Cost of package is nominal, and accommodation provided was very good. My itinerary went smooth as planned. Driver was very professional and accommodative. Thanks to MTT team, especially Martin sir for the arrangements.


Abdul






	It was a memorable journey. The arrangements form MTT was awesome,supportive and clear to enjoy our time. Awesome job MTT👏👏👏 ALL THE VERY BEST🙌👍🤝


M Manikandan






	It is in the heart of the city. Car parking can be managed with in and around apart from Mandapam, ambience is good spacious dining hall also good one.


Lakshmanan Palaniyappan






	Wonderful travel agency, they take care of all your needs and arrange your travel hassle free and wonderful travel and vacation.


Shyam Sundar






	Excellent service provided. Hired a bus to Horsely hills, fantastic AC bus with well-mannered driver and helper.


Venkatesan R






	I appreciate the quick visa processing by the team. They provided valuable & immediate effective communication.


Prabakaran






	They called me immediately once I have sent the enquiry and provided the travel itinerary.


Kartik Rao






	Very happy with the service. Was assisted by Mr. Martin. Met my expectation.


Dilip Kumar






	One of the best transport providers from cars, vans, buses etc.


Yacob George






	Hope you are keeping well. Thank you so much for the excellent manner in which you arranged and co-ordinated our trip.

We enjoyed the South and am extremely grateful that we had chosen your travel agency.

We would surely use Madras Travels again. I have and will continue to recommend your travel

agency to friends and family.


Calvin Govender






	This is thank you and your company for the excellent service you rendered last week.

 We were very happy with the courtesy you extended to our group of esteemed VIP guests who were visiting Chennai from abroad.

We are also appreciative of the driving skills and the courteous manner in which

 Mr Rafiq took care of the guests.

We will definitely keep Madras Travels in mind should we need any travels assistance in future.


Rajeswari Deepak






	We just completed our 20 days long south India tour with your car rental facility.

The Driver (now becomes my friend) Mr Senthil Kumar is an excellent guy.

We are very much grateful to you all for arranging such a nice guy and the car.

Our tour was excellent and it was not possible without Mr Senthil Kumar and of course you

 particularly Mr Prasanna, who made this arrangement.


Dr Biswanath Basu
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International Air Transport Association
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Indian Association of Tour Operators
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TRAVEL AGENTS ASSOCIATION OF INDIA
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Pacific Asia Travel Association
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Member of TamilNadu Travel Mart  














We Are Trusted By
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20,000+ Customers
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Award Winning
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Secure Payment
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Many Great Deals
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Madras Travels & Tours (Pvt) Ltd,PSK Booshanam Mahal ,1st Floor, #127, 100 Ft. Bye Pass Road,Velachery, Chennai-600042, Tamilnadu, India. 
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